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Optical interference in magneto-optic Kerr-effect measurements
of magnetic multilayers

S. Maat, L. Shen, C. Hou, H. Fujiwara, and G. J. Mankeya)

Department of Physics and Astronomy and Center for Materials for Information Technology,
The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35487

~Received 23 July 1998; accepted for publication 26 October 1998!

Hysteresis loops of exchange-biased permalloy/Fe50Mn50/permalloy trilayers on glass were
measured as a function of Fe50Mn50 and permalloy thicknesses with the longitudinal Kerr effect
employing a coherent light source. Kerr signals originate from both permalloy layers and give a
superposition of hysteresis loops. In vibrating sample magnetometer or looptracer measurements the
contribution of a particular layer to a major hysteresis loop cannot be identified. With the Kerr setup
presented it is possible to identify the contribution of each layer individually, since the finite optical
path through the trilayer gives rise to optical attenuation and interference. For an increasing total
thickness of the trilayer, the signal of the buried permalloy layer will become weaker due to
attenuation. Kerr measurements of trilayers up to 40 nm show a superposition of two equally
oriented loops. Major loops for trilayers of thickness greater than 40 nm show a superposition of two
oppositely oriented hysteresis loops. The transition is dependent only on the total thickness of the
trilayer, rather than the thickness of each individual layer. This unusual effect can be explained by
the phase difference of the two Kerr signals. Additional measurements performed from the glass
side of the samples and measurements of a Fe50Mn50/permalloy bilayer confirm that the sense of a
hysteresis loop can change for a buried layer due to optical effects. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~99!06903-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

In a spin valve structure, a pinned ferromagnetic~F!
layer is exchange coupled to an antiferromagnetic~AF! layer
such asg-FeMn.1 Fundamental properties such as anisotropy
of each layer and exchange coupling determine the perfor-
mance of these devices. These properties are known to de-
pend on the thickness of both F and AF layers as well as the
order in which F and AF layers are deposited,2 so that mea-
sured quantities like coercivity and pinning field will vary.
The study of the magnetic switching behavior of trilayers of
an AF sandwiched between F layers should provide insight
into how the magnetic structure of the AF layer is affected
by the F layers. The magneto-optic Kerr effect~MOKE! can
be used to study the magnetic hysteresis behavior of these
trilayers.

One way to measure the switching of individual F layers
is to tune the wavelength of the incident radiation to a value
where the Kerr rotation or ellipticity of one of the multilayer
components is zero and to analyze the signal of the remain-
ing layers.3,4 Alternatively, a coherent light source can be
employed and optical attenuation and interference are helpful
to identify the switching of the individual F layers. In this
experiment, the switching of the individual layers is ex-
tracted from the magnitude and sign of the MOKE signal.

In the thin film limit, (2p/l)d!1, whered is the total
film thickness andl is the wavelength of the light, the Kerr
signal may be regarded as the sum of the magneto-optical
responses from each magnetic layer. For thicker multilayer

structures, it is necessary to consider the finite optical path
length in the material since the light is strongly attenuated
and a phase difference of signals from each layer is accumu-
lated. A calculation of the total Kerr signal from multilayer
structures can be performed using Jones matrix formalism.

II. EXPERIMENT

MOKE was used to study the magnetization behavior of
trilayers of permalloy (Ni80Fe20!/Fe50Mn50/permalloy. The
trilayer samples were prepared by magnetron sputter deposi-
tion on glass substrates with a magnetic field of 40 G applied
during deposition to impose a pinning direction for the fer-
romagnetic permalloy layers. First, a seed layer of 4 nm of
Ta was deposited to give the bottom permalloy layer a^111&
texture.5,6 Fe50Mn50 layers were deposited on the bottom per-
malloy layer. Fe50Mn50 grows pseudomorphic on permalloy
in the antiferromagneticg-fcc phase in the thickness range of
our experiments.7 The Néel temperature of such a layer is
around 500 K so no cooling was necessary to impose an
exchange bias field.8 A second permalloy layer was then
grown on top of the Fe50Mn50 and all samples were capped
with 4 nm of Ta to prevent oxidation.

Since the films magnetize in-plane, the longitudinal Kerr
effect setup is utilized with the field applied in the plane of
incidence. The coils of the used electromagnet restrict the
angle of incidence froma50° to 50°. Since the amplitude of
the longitudinal Kerr effect is roughly proportional to sin 2a,
the angle of incidence was chosen to be 45°. The magnetic
field was applied in the optic plane. A modulation technique
proposed by Nederpel and Martens was used.9 p-polarizeda!Electronic mail: gmankey@mint.ua.edu
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light from an 8 mW laser diode at 635 nm is used as the light
source. The incident light is modulated at a frequency off
550.1 kHz with a photoelastic modulator~PEM!. The axis
of the PEM is set at 45° with respect to thep-polarization
axis, so that both thep ands components of the incident light
are modulated. Thep-polarized component of the reflected
light at the fundamental frequency of the modulation is mea-
sured with a photodiode and a lock-in amplifier.

The samples were mounted on a rotary table, enabling
hysteresis loops to be acquired for angles between the ap-
plied field and the pinning direction. With this arrangement,
the pinning direction of the F layers can be determined ac-
curately. The magnetic field was swept at 0.1 cycles/s and
each hysteresis loop was averaged over 10 field cycles. After
measuring from the top, the samples were flipped over along
their pinning axis as shown in Fig. 1. This way the easy
direction remains the same, and hysteresis loops measured
from both sides can be compared, since only the component
of the magnetization along the applied field axis is of impor-
tance. Due to the attenuation of the light in the Fe50Mn50

layer, the major contribution to the MOKE signal originates
from the top permalloy layer when measured from the top
side and from the bottom permalloy layer when measured
from the glass side. From these measurements the coercivity
Hc and pinning fieldHp for each permalloy layer can be
determined independently.

III. RESULTS

In the apparatus described above, the PEM mixes
s-polarized andp-polarized light. The electric field incident
on the sample is:

E05S Ep,0

Es,0
D5E0S 11eif

12eif D , ~1!

where the phase is modulated asf5f0 cosvt.
The complex reflectivity matrix for the longitudinal Kerr

effect is10

R5S r̃ p r̃ ps

r̃ sp r̃ s
D 5S r peidp r pse

idps

2r pse
idps r se

ids
D , ~2!

where r̃ p and r̃ s are the ordinary Fresnel coefficients forp-
ands-polarized light. The absolute values of the off-diagonal
coefficientsr̃ ps and r̃ sp are known to be linearly dependent
on the component of magnetization in the applied field di-
rection.

To model the optical response using Jones matrix for-
malism, the 4 nm Ta layer is treated in the thin film limit,
since its thickness is much smaller than the wavelength of
the incident radiation and it does not show any gyrotropic
effect. The Kerr signals are assumed to originate from the
air/permalloy and permalloy/glass interface. Moreover, we
treat the trilayer as an effective medium, so the overall re-
flectivity is

R5R11T21R2T12exp~2d/d!cosD, ~3!

whereR1 denotes the reflection matrix at the first permalloy
interface,T12, T21 are the transmission matrices, andR2 the
reflection matrix at the second permalloy interface. The
productT21R2T12 can be rewritten as an effective reflection
matrix R2,eff . The damping is assumed to be exponential,
whered is the skin depth of the effective medium, andD the
phase difference accumulated by the light traveling through
the medium that depends on the optical path lengthd in the
multilayer D5n(2p/l)d. The exponential term is respon-
sible for the damping, the cosine term for the oscillatory
behavior.

The signal measured for a single layer is proportional to
the square of the electric field amplitude. The signal for the
p-polarized analyzer is

I 5 1
2 @r p

21r ps
2 1~r p

22r ps
2 !cosf

22r pr ps sin~dp2dps!sinf#. ~4!

The trigonometric terms can be expanded into a series of
trigonometric functions inmv52pm f (m50,1,2,...):

sinf52 (
m50

`

J2m11~f0!sin@~2m11!vt#, ~5!

cosf5J0~f0!12 (
m50

`

J2m~f0!cos@2mvt#. ~6!

The lock-in amplifier was set to the fundamental fre-
quency,f, and the phase of the PEM set tof05108°, which
maximizes the Bessel functionJ1(f0). The recorded signal
is in the linear approximation proportional to the ellipticity
eK .11

Vf}21.16@r pr ps sin~dp2dps!#

521.16rp
2 Im$r ps /r p%'1.16rp

2eK . ~7!

For the trilayer, the optical path length for the light re-
flected from the two permalloy layers is different. Since the
incident radiation is coherent, the signal from the bottom
layer has a nonzero phase relation to that from the top layer.
When measured from the top the signal becomes

uEu25uET1aEBeiDu25ET
21a2EB

212aETEB cosD, ~8!

where a denotes the exponential damping factor. The last
term in Eq. ~8! is the interference term. The top and the
bottom layer may be in a different magnetic state, so the two
off-diagonal coefficientsr ps,T and r ps,B must be written out
separately as well as the diagonal coefficients. The
p-polarized component of the reflected light measured is

FIG. 1. When the sample is flipped over the easy unidirectional axis~la-
beled e.d. and the external applied fieldH do not change orientation. Since
only the component of the magnetization ofM along H is measured in a
hysteresis loop, both measurements can be compared directly.
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Vf}H F ImS r̃ ps,T

r̃ p,T
D ~11a cosD!1a ReS r̃ ps,T

r̃ p,T
D sinDG

1F ImS r̃ ps,B

r̃ p,B
D ~a cosD1a2!

2a ReS r̃ ps,B

r̃ p,B
D sinDG J J1~f0!. ~9!

This expression is related to the Kerr rotationsuK and ellip-
ticities eK of the two permalloy layers which are the real and

imaginary parts of the off-diagonal components of the reflec-
tivity tensor, respectively.11 For l5632 nm,uK and eK for
permalloy are nearly equal,12 so that we can equate the real
and imaginary parts in Eq.~9!. Since the attenuation,a, is
less than unity, the first term does not change sign with vary-
ing optical path, but the second term does. Thus the sense of
the Kerr loops from the bottom layer will vary with the
Fe50Mn50 thickness. From Eq.~9! the ratio of the MOKE
signals is

EB

ET
'

tB

tT

exp~2d/d!@exp~2d/d!1cos~nkd!2sin~nkd!#

11exp~2d/d!@cos~nkd!1sin~nkd!#
,

~10!

FIG. 2. Ratio of the MOKE signals from the top and bottom permalloy layer
measured from the top (EB /ET) and from the bottom (ET /EB) vs optical
path length,d. The oscillatory behavior is caused by optical interference, the
damping by attenuation.

FIG. 3. Coercive fieldsHc and pinning fieldsHp for top and bottom layer
can be extracted from the measured hysteresis loop.

FIG. 4. Hysteresis loops measured with the longitudinal
Kerr effect along the easy axis for permalloy~8 nm!/
Fe50Mn50(X)/permalloy ~4 nm! trilayers as a function
of Fe50Mn50 spacer layer thickness.
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wheretT andtB denote the thicknesses of the top and bottom
permalloy layers, respectively. Here it is assumed that in the
thin film limit the off-diagonal components of the reflectivity
tensor increase linearly with the F layer thickness.13 To ob-
tain the ratio for the signal measured from the bottom one
needs to interchange the subscriptsT and B in Eq. ~10!.
These ratios are plotted in Fig. 2 versus the optical path
lengthd for n52.52 andd560 nm, which is in the order of
the measured refractive indices and skin depths for permal-
loy ~n52.42,d558 nm!and Fe50Mn50 ~n52.18,d552 nm!
obtained using a spectroscopic ellipsometer.14 Here tB /t t

52 is assumed. The first reversal in sign occurs for an opti-
cal path length of 50 nm. The angle of refraction in the
permalloy is about 15°, which corresponds to an angle of
incidence of 45° used in the experiment. Thus an optical path
length of d550 nm corresponds to a 26 nm thick metallic
layer. The hysteresis loops presented show how optical in-
terference affects the observed response. The coercive fields
Hc and pinning fieldsHp for the top and bottom permalloy
layer can be extracted from the measurement, since the sig-
nal from the bottom layer is attenuated, and the loop shiftHp

differs from that of the top layer. A typical hysteresis loop
for a trilayer is shown in Fig. 3.

The MOKE data for bottom permalloy~8 nm!/
Fe50Mn50(X)/top permalloy~4 nm! samples withX524, 28,
32, and 40 nm Fe50Mn50 spacer layers are shown in Fig. 4.
Hysteresis loops measured from the top and bottom of the
trilayer samples are presented in the left and right columns,
respectively. While the major loops for the 24 and 28 nm
Fe50Mn50 spacer show the ordinary stepped shape, which is a
superposition of equally oriented loops originating from the
top and bottom permalloy layers, the major loops for the 32
and 40 nm Fe50Mn50 spacer show a reversal in the sense of
the hysteresis loop from the bottom layer. This can be attrib-
uted to the finite optical path length through the trilayer. By
comparing the loops of the left and right column of Fig. 4, it

can be found, that the switching field of the bottom permal-
loy measured from the top and bottom coincide. Vibrating
sample magnetometer15 data confirms the optical nature of
this effect, since it shows that the magnetization of the bot-
tom layer switches in the same direction as the top layer. The
reversal occurs at a larger thickness than predicted by the
model, which is not surprising considering the model is a
first-order approximation that neglects Faraday rotation for
light traveling through the permalloy and multiple internal
reflections. The MOKE data for bottom permalloy
(X)/Fe50Mn50 ~26 nm!/top permalloy~4 nm! samples with
X54, 8, and 12 nm is shown in Fig. 5. A reversal in the
hysteresis loop sense of the buried layer can be observed for
the thickest layer of permalloy. The total thickness of the
trilayer for which the reversal takes place is the same as is
observed in the data of Fig. 4. This observation justifies the
approach of treating the trilayer as an effective medium and
shows that interference due to the finite optical path is the
origin of the loop reversal. The reversal in the sense of the
hysteresis loop is more readily observed for a single permal-
loy layer buried by a Fe50Mn50 layer. The MOKE data of a
permalloy ~16 nm!/Fe50Mn50 ~40 nm! bilayer is shown in
Fig. 6. The sense of the loop changes when measured from
the air side or from the substrate side. However, since the
loop can only originate from one layer, the variation of the
optical path length for the two measurements is the only
source of the loop reversal. The magnitude of the signal from
the buried layer is reduced due to attenuation, and the sign of
the signal is reversed due to interference. The first-order ap-
proximation explains the qualitative behavior of this obser-
vation.

IV. CONCLUSION

It has been demonstrated that the switching of buried
magnetic layers can be observed with coherent MOKE. The
reversal of the hysteresis loops of buried layers has its origin
in the finite optical path length. A first-order approximation
was presented which predicts that the MOKE signal contains
both a damping term and an oscillatory term. The observed
first zero crossing of the response occurs at a larger thickness
than the simple model predicts. Possible sources of the dif-
ference could be due to the Faraday rotation of the light
through traveling through the permalloy layers, treating the

FIG. 5. Hysteresis loops measured with the longitudinal Kerr effect along
the easy axis for permalloy (X)/Fe50Mn50 ~26 nm!/permalloy~4 nm! trilay-
ers as a function of permalloy thickness.

FIG. 6. Hysteresis loops measured for a permalloy~16 nm!/Fe50Mn50 ~40
nm! bilayer. The reversal of the sense of the loop when measured from the
top through the Fe50Mn50 is clearly observed.
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trilayer as an effective medium, and multiple internal reflec-
tions. A more rigorous treatment would include the full ma-
trix calculation by matching boundary conditions of the
Maxwell equations at each interface.13,16,17
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